
 

Achievements 

Named “Notable Latina!” Profiled at 
Afrolatino Event for Black History Month 

with the Hispanic Student Association, 
George Mason University, 2012. 

Finding Your Force: A journey to love, 
listed in Publishers Weekly Quarterly as a 

growing chorus of voices, 2012. 

Keynote Address “Without Limits: A 
Woman’s Movement” Syracuse 

University, 2012 

Workshop Presentation/Panelist: 
Femicide Studying the Dominican 

Woman, Wesleyan University, 2013 

VONA, Voices of Our Nation Arts 
Foundation alumnus. 2012 

FELT, Fantastic Experimental Theatre 
Workshop, NYC, 2010 

  Services Offered 
& Rates 

 v One on one Writing 
Sessions $50/1.5 hour 

v Writing from the Womb ~ 
Six Week Writing 
Workshop $360  

v Writing with Intention 
Workshop For Men ~ $60  

v Women Writing the World 
~ FREE 

v 30 Day Writing Challenge ~ 
Becoming Vulnerable ~ $90 

v Rituals of Writing ~ 12 
Week Writing Workshop ~ 
$700 

Anabel Santos 

 Contact: findingyourforce@gmail.com  

WWW.ALICIAANABELSANTOS.WORDPRESS.COM 

ALICIA ANABEL SANTOS 
Writing Coach 

Author, Public Speaker, 
Playwright & Director. 

Alicia 



 

 

“Alicia is the Writing Seer! 
A gentle guide…” 

“Alicia is the “Writing Seer!” A 
gentle guide… she is gentle, but also 
very strong and really solid. She 
pushes us to go forward. There’s 
something about her prompts and 
questioning. She really has an ear. 
Somehow she finds that place where 
we are not exposing ourselves so that 
we can say more.”  
 
“She is very humble, soft and 
nurturing. She focuses on the 
story… be it poetry, memoir or 
fiction.  She makes it very inviting, 
very safe and she allows me to trust 
her.” 

 

Alicia Anabel Santos Bio: 
Alicia is a proud New York born Dominican Writer who is passionate about creating works that empower and 
inspire writers to find their voices. A self-identified Latina Lesbian Writer, Performance Artist, Producer, 
Playwright, Activist, and Writing Coach who after reading one too many stories about women she could not 
wholly relate to, decided to write her own tales. She recently published her memoir, Finding Your Force: A 
Journey to Love listed in the Advocates, “21 LGBT Biographies or Memoirs You Should Read Now, August 2012”, 
and is currently completing a historical fiction novel. She is the Founder of the New York City Latina Writers 
Group and has worked for renowned magazines BusinessWeek, Glamour and Domino, but it was an article 
published in Urban Latino Magazine, “Two Cultures Marching to One Drum,” that would change the direction of 
her life. In 2008, Alicia joined Creador Pictures as Writer /Co-Producer of its first documentary, AfroLatinos: The 
Untaught Story” WWW.AFROLATINOS.TV. Alicia studied Creative Writing at NYU and lives in Harlem, NYC 
with her daughter Courtney.  
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One on one writing sessions are designed 
for focused writing and feedback. One 
hour of writing and 30 minutes of story 
building. 
 
Writing from the Womb Workshop is a 
six-week writing workshop designed to 
release the story within. In a loving, 
nurturing and sacred space, we will 
delve deeper into our stories, our 
characters and our writer’s practice. As 
writers we write from the WOMB 
because it is here where our stories 
reside. Together we will delve into the 
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deepest parts of ourselves. 
 

One on one sessions and all workshops are 
designed for: 
 
Writers who are ready to write their stories 
 
Writers at all levels and genres (published 
& unpublished) 
 

At the end of the six weeks writers will 
have at least 20 pages towards a draft of 
their manuscript. 


